
4.4cm (1.75")
Large Color Display
The realme Watch 2 Pro is a smart watch with Android Wear 2.5, offering you more choice with a 
bigger screen size and added features. The large 4.4cm (1.75") touchscreen display offers worry-free 
navigation similar to your phone's and helps prevent mistouches. Also built-in GPS helps you track 
your outdoor activities while keeping you connected wherever you go, while extra long battery life 
means one charge lasts up to 1 month on a single charge

High-Precision Dual-Satellite GPS
Precise stats, at your fingertips
Professional sports tracking and analysis: Smart Watch tracks your steps, distance, and activity 
level. Its high-precision dual-satellite GPS sensor pinpoints your location down to the inch, so you 
have an accurate image of where you’ve been and where you’re going.

90 Sports Modes
The realme Watch 2 Pro can monitor up to 90 different fitness activities. With a long battery life 
and accurate tracking, it’s the perfect way to take your workouts to the next level no matter what 
your training goals.

14-Day Long-lasting Battery Life
The Watch 2 Pro uses an efficient 390mAh battery that provides a full week of continuous use. 
With an easy magnetic charge cradle and an all-day battery life, this watch will keep up with you.

56% Larger
Viewable area*

320 × 385
High Resolution

600 Nits
Peak Brightness

30 FPS
Refresh Rate

REALME WATCH 2 PRO



Master Edition Watch Faces

Stylish Watch Straps

Real Quality
IP68 Water Resistance Rating

Blood Oxygen Monitor
The realme Watch 2 Pro is equipped with a blood oxygen 
sensor that monitors your blood oxygen levels, allowing 
you to keep track of your health daily, and quickly pro-
vides readings so you can stay on top of it.

Real-time
Heart Rate Monitor
With a built-in PPG sensor for monitoring your heart rate 
in real-time, the Realme Watch 2 Pro is designed for the 
active lifestyle. Take your workout to the next level with 
24-hour heart rate monitoring and receive notifications 
from your smartphone to keep you on track.

The realme Watch 2 Pro is IP68 rated, so feel free to wash your hands or work up a sweat while 
wearing the watch. In addition to its water resistance, it also has a mil-standard rating.

100+ Stylish
Watch Faces

Your Watch 2 Pro will match your outfit and 
mood with over 100 stylish watch faces to 

choose from


